Innovation since 1968
50th company anniversary - Save the date!
Since 50 years, M+F has been offering the highest level of quality and innovation in loading
processes in the mineral oil industry. In 1968, the company started by selling Smith-Meter positive
displacement meters including deaerators, valves and fittings. These products quickly became
market leaders in Germany and Austria. When at the end the 1970s the request came up to
replace the traditional mechanical data acquisition systems, it was time for M+F´s electronic flow
computer systems MFX.

The first innovative electronic product was the MFX-80, the world´s
first electronic flow computer for the custody transfer handling of
mineral oil. With this product M+F became the national market
leader. Soon after, with the introduction of COTAS 1.0 the
first terminal automation systems specifically for the administration
of all handling processes in mineral oil distribution plants was on
the market.

1st generation: The MFX.-80

From then on M+F Technologies has been one of the
leading specialists in the automation, digitalization, and
management of tank farms, terminals and fuel supply
systems. The main focus is on loading systems for
tank trucks, rail cars and ships as well as on blending
systems and fuel supply systems at airports.
On the occasion of its 50th anniversary, M+F invites all
customers and interested parties to a special

in-house exhibition on Thursday, November
29th, 2018. In addition to lectures on the latest
devices and software solutions live demonstrations are
planned on our test stands.
4th generation: The MFX_4

Please mark the date on 29th of November at M+F´s premises at Hamburg! Further details about
the program and the course of the event will be announced in the next few weeks!
For reservations please send us an Email to stefanie.lammel@m-f.tech or
call us under +49 (0) 40 725 50-0
We are looking forward to your visit!

